
++*- begin broadcast - *++

If you’re reading this, then you’re already dead.
Surprised?
You may not know it yet, but you are dead. Your life’s a thing of the past; being sorted,
examined, judged, then meticulously wiped clean of all achievement, a lie put in it’s place.
The version of Vent that was used to implant this message on your com’s system has already
alerted IA and Cloak. The pictures and sounds contained in the i.mj files have already been
‘bled’ over in to the Third Eye receiver for the Sector.
Whether you read on, view the files or read the transcripts is irrelevant.
You are already dead. Dead because they will never believe you.
Think of all the people you have known who have been branded as a ‘traitor’. Did any of
them have a chance? Were you really convinced that any of them was really a subversive?
You have simply become one of them, a statistic to be broadcast on the Sector’s nightly
bulletin. Just another body tagged with a Cloak Extermination Warrant.
So you might as well read on, might as well see this through to the end.
You know who we are, you know what they, SLA, have told you about us. You know us as
the ultimate evil and threat to the World of Progress and it’s established order.
We are in fact an irrelevance.
You are the real power.
We cannot do any harm to SLA or their world. It’s too big, too ingrained, we have nothing to
offer in it’s place and we can not do more to show what a lie it is than Third Eye do already.
People are not ready to hear what we have to say because we are the enemy. So we are
powerless.
But you are different. You have the knowledge of what SLA really is. You are witness to their
brutality, their lies, their pervasive corruption. You know because you are part of it. And
because of this, only people like you can really change anything.
When you watch a Third Eye report what do you see? Do you bother to watch ‘the news’
anymore? You know the standard SLA / Third Eye terminology. You have been at events,
‘incidents’, and seen them reported as something else…. food riots become ‘subversive
disruptive activity orchestrated by DarkNight’. A citizen driven to madness by the bleak
brutality of a hopeless existence on pitiful welfare and 24 hours of TV picks up a knife and
we have a ‘cognate serial killer fuelled by the lies of DarkNight’.
What is the truth and what is the lie?
Watch the footage on the i.mj files. Listen to the words from those who have tried to speak
out. All the reports are from ‘official’ Third Eye reports, the pieces that were edited out. We
have made nothing up. It’s simply the words from those SLA found unacceptable for
broadcast.
If at the end of this message, you still think you have a chance of survival by ‘telling the
truth’ to the Cloak Agents who are on their way, think again.
Simply remember one person you know that has been accused of ‘subversion’ and found not
guilty.
You can’t can you.
Simply remember the amount of times you stepped forward to speak on someone you
believed to be innocent’s behalf.
And realise that no one will come forward to help you.
Look and listen. Open your eyes and ears to what you know to be the truth.

++*- begin feed from i.mj files - *++
<15 minute feed of video footage, interspersed with 10 minutes of audio reports over hacked
third Eye and SLA database files, showing outcome of ‘investigations’ in to each of the 18
‘citizens’ detailed on the i.mj files and labelled as ‘subversive’.>
**+- end feed from i.mj files – confirm Vent – confirm AdVent variant feed – received by
Third Eye monitoring station 459 Indigo, IA intercept confirmed – end _**



You were there. You know these reports to be a mixture of lies and the truth, you have seen
the outcome. All subversives? All enemies of the SLA Industries World of Progress? Was any
of them a real danger to any but themselves? Did you see any real evidence of the need for the
scale of the SLA response, including your own actions? Can you justify these 18 deaths as
‘necessary to the stability of the WoP’?

If you are still unsure, if you still believe SLA will listen to you, that because you have done
‘nothing wrong’ they will spare you, then go in peace and goodbye.

You are now a subversive.

You are now an enemy of the Company. And your Operative status means you can never be
allowed to live.
Want to do something about it other than go quietly in to the body bag assigned you by Cloak
Division?
You have approximately three minutes to make your mind up. There are two DarkFinders
already en route. You think you can ‘explain’ things to a DarkFinder? We both know you
know better than that. You think your SCL will grant you some privilege or favour? It is
already revoked, you are now just another subversive awaiting termination.
You have only two choices.
Fight or die.
The number that follows is active for twenty minutes after this broadcast finishes.
Call it and live. Get out now, call the number and choose to live.
If we don’t hear from you we’ll know that SLA have won another small victory, another
subversive will have been added to tonight’s tally on the news.

Whatever you think of us, whatever you think you can do to ‘clear your name’, you can’t do
anything if you are dead.
And to SLA, you are already dead.
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**+- end broadcast - +**


